ABSTRACT This paper proposes a new multi-focus image fusion method named AMGW, and it is based on algebraic multi-grid (AMG) algorithm and watershed segmentation method. In the implementation, the coarse grids of the source images are first extracted with the affinity matrix, and with a spatial interpolation function the approximation of the source image can be reconstructed from the coarse grids. A considerable amount of edge and textural information is still preserved in such approximation. The two source images are compared with their corresponding approximation block by block respectively by employing the mean square error (MSE) as a sharpness criterion. The MSE values are then used to identify the blocks of higher fidelity from the source images. The watershed segmentation is applied to those uncertain blocks in one source image. The two source images are compared again with the MSEs of the segmented regions. The fused image is obtained by reserving the blocks and regions with higher MSEs and applying a post-processing operation. Experimental results demonstrate that the AMG-based method outperforms the state-of-the-art fusion approaches in terms of selected objective image quality assessments. The details of the source images are well preserved in the fused image.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the limited focus range of optical lenses, an image with all the objects in focus is difficult to obtain. The multifocus image fusion (MFF) is a robust, low-cost approach for integrating a sequence of images captured with different focal length into an all-in-focus image. It aims to provide a more accurate explanation of the scene than every single input image, so it plays a crucial role in many fundamental fields such as machine vision, remote sensing, and medical imaging [1] . At the same time, many advanced signal processing and analysis theories or tools are applied into MFF to bring opportunities for further improvement on the performance of image fusion [2] [3] .
In recent years, various MFF methods have been proposed. Image fusion methods can be roughly classified into two categories: transform domain methods and spatial domain methods [4] . Multiscale transform (MST)-based methods and sub-space methods are typical transform domain methods. MST-based methods include discrete cosine transform (DCT), wavelet, shearlet, curvelet, non subsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) [5] and dual-tree complex wavelet transform(DTCWT) [6] . Sub-space method such as nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [7] , Multivariate Empirical Mode Decomposition (MEMD) [8] , multi-resolution singular value decomposition (MSVD) [9] , higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) [10] and sparse representation [11] [12] are employed as the activity level measurement for fusion. The images are decomposed into details and approximations with MST-based methods and sub-space methods. An MST-based method is an orthogonalbasis-driven approach. And it enables us to obtain signal representations using the multi-scale framework and timefrequency atoms which have good properties of localization in time and frequency domains. While sub-space methods, driven by data, can find the best approximation of the original data points with minimum dimensions, and it is a low-rank approximation to the original image. Sparse representation, which is also a data-driven method, exploits the linear combination of training samples to represent the test samples. Recently, Single-scale fusion (SSF), a close approximation of the MSF process that eliminates important redundant computations, is an effective approach on several fusion-based applications [13] .
Recently, spatial domain methods focus on the focus metric, block-based methods and region-based methods [1] . Energy of morphologic gradients (EOMG) [14] , multi-scale weighted gradient (MWGF) [15] and local gradient patterns (LGP) [16] are employed as quality-aware statistical features to form a novel focus metric to evaluate the activity of image pixels, blocks or regions. After that, dense SIFT is also an excellent local feature descriptor which can not only be employed as the activity level measurement but also can be used to match the misregistered pixels between multiple source images to improve the quality of the fused image [17] . The fundamental idea of the block-based methods is that they construct a fused image by choosing the sharper image blocks within the source images [18] [19] . In block-based methods, selecting the optimal block size inevitably requires heuristic choices, and Aslantas and Kurban [18] and Kong et al. [20] employs differential evolution algorithm (DE) and Genetic Algorithms (GA) to overcome this problem. In region-based approaches, the region can be obtained with image segmentation method such as watershed transform [21] , variational model [22] , mean-shift method [23] , normalized cut method [24] and image matting method [25] . The fusion rule is another important topic in image fusion, and some frameworks such as DS-Evidence theory are utilized [26] .
Deep learning has gained many breakthroughs in various computer vision and image processing problems, such as classification, segmentation, etc. [27] . Deep-learning-based methods aim to learn a direct mapping between source images and focus maps, such as convolutional sparse representation(CSR) [28] and deep convolutional neural network [29] . They can obtain excellent fusion results by automatic feature learning, complicated relationship characterizing and potential image representation.
AMG method was introduced by Brandt in 1982, and it was first viewed as an acceleration of traditional iterative methods based on local relaxation such as Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi methods [30] . Later, the AMG algorithm is generalized using many heuristics to extend its applicability to more general problems and matrices [31] . AMG method can be regarded as a sub-space method, and the difference between the original blocks and the reconstructed blocks can be taken as a capable focus metric. The traditional MSTs usually fix their basic functions, and some essential features of source images may not be well expressed, while data-driven methods can get an accurate representation of the image by learning the structural information from an image. Liu et al. [27] show us that the difficulties which exist in conventional image fusion research can be summarized into the following aspects: image transforms and fusion strategies, effective image representation approaches, widely recognized fusion metrics for objective evaluation. AMG is a compelling image representation approach so that it can solve some of the problems of conventional image fusion methods.
Both block and region methods are integrated into image fusion fields, either of them has its own merits. In block-based approaches, the block size is difficult to decide, and the block artifacts are difficult to remove. Relative to the block-based methods, region-based methods can efficiently reduce the block artifacts, but the performance is highly dependent on the segmentation algorithm [32] . Some segmentation methods would yield the over-segmented result, but they can get accuracy location of local regions. And other segmentation methods may not produce over-segmented results, but they wouldn't locate the contours precisely. In our application, we should focus on the accuracy location with the combination of the block-based and region-based methods. Watershed transformation is proposed by Vicent and Soille [33] and this method focuses on the local aggregation of pixels, so watershed segmentation method is chosen as our segmentation approach.
The most important contribution of this paper is the combination of AMG-based block method and region-based watershed algorithm, so the technique is named AMGW method. And the AMG-based method in image fusion field is introduced by Huang et al. [34] . The proposed algorithm can well resolve the problems of MFF in image quality deterioration such as ringing effects, artificial edges, and contrast decrease. Besides, the proposed algorithm is suitable for the images of any size. The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the theoretical basis and algorithm of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section III. Section IV concludes this paper.
II. THEORETICAL BASIS AND ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION OF AMGW METHOD A. THEORETICAL BASIS OF AMGW METHOD
Image fusion problem can be transferred to the linear system
where A is a real symmetric positive definite n × n matrix and u, f ∈ R n . Prolongation operator p ∈ R n×N is used to map the coarse grid to the fine grid (N denoting the number of coarse-grid variables) and the restriction operator R ∈ R N ×n is to map the fine grid to the coarse grid. The prolongation and restriction operation is repeated to the finest grid, thus a multilevel iterative operation is performed [35] . According to the error theory, the error between the numerical solution and the exact solution of partial differential equation (PDE) is related to the frequency components in the Fourier domain. It is observed to converge very fast on the high-frequency part of the solution, while slow on the lowfrequency part which corresponds to a relatively smoother VOLUME 6, 2018 part of the function that can be well-approximated on a coarser grid obtaining with AMG method.
Ruge-stüben function plays an important role in the process from the fine level to the coarse level [36] . Given a threshold value 0 < θ ≤ 1, the variable u i strongly depends on the varialble u j if
and let S ij be the relation between u i and u j , and λ i be the number of strong connections to node i. S ij is defined by
and λ i is expressed as λ i = j (S ij ) [31] . The above problem can be recast as the following equivalent convex optimization problem
Assume that a current approximationû is obtained by a few local relaxation sweeps over the original system, shown in Eq.1. Then, the aim is to add a correction Pe c that will reduce the fine-grid functional as much as possible, where e c ∈ R n denotes the error of the variable v in a certain coarse grid. Note that the set of possible corrections is the space spanned by the columns of P. Plugging v =û + Pe c into the Eq.4 yields e c = arg min
and
Therefore, given an interpolation matrix P, we can conclude that the coarse-grid operator is A C = P T AP.
To construct the prolongation operator, the weighting factors are needed. They will be constructed and stored in a matrix whose entries are given by Eq.7,
P is from an union matrix I N ×N and ω (n−N )×N matrix, shown in Eq.8. If the point of the current grid is from the upper fine one, the row of P will be from ω, or else it is from the union matrix. If N = n/2, the even numbered rows are from ω, and ω ij = 0, A C is expressed as
From Eq.9, it can be seen that the average filter is a particular case of the AMG method. The coarse level can be used as an approximation to the original image.
To get the approximated image, the coarse level is reconstructed to get a reconstructed image. Given an image I , a graph G = (V , E, W ) is constructed, with the pixels as graph nodes V , and pixels within distance short than a certain value are connected by a graph edge in E. A weight value W MI (i, j) measures the likelihood of pixel i and j belonging to the same image region. It includes two parts, one is the similarity intensity W I (i, j), and the other is W IC (i, j), which is used to measure the magnitude of image contours between two pixels [37] .
where D i and I i denote pixel location and intensity. σ D and σ I are the standard error of the distance and the gray-scale value.
where line(i, j) is a straight line joining pixels i and j, and Edge(x) is the edge strength at location x. W MI is combined with the two cues W I (i, j) and W IC (i, j), expressed as
W MI is used as the A matrix of Eq.1 and A C can be obtained with Ruge-stüben function. For the position equal to 1 in A C is irregular, so the linear or cubic spline interpolation function cannot be used. Reconstructed image I R can be got with irregularly spaced data interpolation function, shown in
and MSE between the original image I and the reconstructed image I R can be obtained with Eq.14,
where n is the total numbers of pixels. If the image is more clear, the MSE is more large. So AMG method can be regarded as a focus metric if the clear and unclear part can be differentiated by the AMG method [38] [34].
B. AMG BASED BLOCK FUSION METHOD
To analyze the AMG based block fusion method, blocks with fixed size are used here. An image is divided into several blocks at first, and a block may include clear area, unclear area or coexistence area. According to the analysis, the sharpness of the image is better reflected with the MSE between the source image and the reconstructed image using the AMG method. The clarity of the block should be detected with AMG method, and the attribute degree of a block AD(Block) is expressed as
where Amse is the MSE of a block in source A, and Bmse is MSE in source B. Amse is the number of the pixels with Amse > 0, and Bmse is the number of the pixels with Bmse > 0. In Eq.15, the block is in the clear or unclear part when AD(Block) = 0 or AD(Block) = 1, and it includes clear or unclear part when AD(Block) = 0.5. The sample images are shown in Fig.1 (a) and Fig.1 (b) . The image is divided into 4 × 4 blocks, and the statistical results are shown in Table. 1. For the integrity and universality, a connection between two regions marked unknown, and the boundary (A,B) , which is the difference of MSE in different block in the same location of source A and source B, the second line is the DN (A,B) , which is the difference between the number of the pixels with Amse > 0 and the number with Bmse > 0, the image is divided into 4 × 4 blocks, and row and col are the location of each block. between two regions marked with different attribute degrees should be established too, and all the blocks including the connections and boundaries are marked unknown too. The attribute degree of each block is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (b) , where red means source A is clear, blue means source B is clear, and yellow means unknown. The temporary image I C can be got if we put the source A and source B into I C according to the attribute degree of the block.
C. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION OF AMGW METHOD
The proposed algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1 and the main flowchart is shown in Fig.3 . I A and I B are different original images, A A and A B is affinity matrix with the size of mn × mn. AMG method can extract a splitting matrix with the size of mn × 1, and the matrix can be shaped to I A or I B . I C is computed with Eq.15, and I WT can be obtained with a watershed algorithm.
For each region segmented with a watershed algorithm, AMG value is utilized to judge its belongings. If the sum of MSE of a region in source A is more than the value in source B, we can choose the region of source A into the fused image, or else the region in source B is chosen into the resulting image. At last, open operation and little-region-removing operation are utilized to get the final fused image I F . Discontinuities and blurred blocks are main problems of the common algorithms. AMG based block level method can keep the integrity of clear or unclear parts.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this experiment, θ is set to 0.25, T 1 is 0.5, T 2 is 3/5 of the total pixels of the blocks, and the parametes of W MI refers to the reference [37] . Some typical multi-focus images are used in the experiment shown in Fig.4 . Disk, lab and plane images are complex on the boundary, ball, ballw and ly-series 
images [39] are difficult in the details. So different focus should be put on the different images.
B. FUSION ASSESSMENT METHODS
In this paper, some objective methods are used to evaluate the image fusion results, and Q MI , Q TE , Q NCIE , Q G , Q M and Q SF [40] are commonly used methods. Entropy estimates the amount of information present in the image and Q MI quantifies the overall mutual information between source images and fused images, shown as
where H (X ) is the entropy of image X and MI (A, F) is the mutual information between image A and F. Q TE [41] and Q NCIE [3] are also focus measure based on entropy. Q G is a gradient-based fusion metric which evaluate the extent of gradient information injected into the fused image from the source image, shown as where
α (x, y) denote the edge strength and orientation preservation values at pixel(x, y). The definition of Q BF (x, y) is similar. The weight factor w A (x, y) and w B (x, y) indicate the significance of Q AF (x, y) and Q BF (x, y), respectively. Q SF [42] use spatial frequency to measure the activity level of an Image,
where RF, CF, MDF and SDF are the four first-order gradients along four directions. Q M [43] is a metric based on a multiscale scheme,
where α s is a constant to adjust the relative importance of different scales and Q AB/F s is a normalized performance metric weighted at scale s. Q SF and Q M are image feature-based metrics [44] .
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Watershed method would detect many small regions, so we make some initial processing before using of watershed algorithm. First, morphological open operator and close operator are used to remove minor blemishes without affecting the overall shapes of the objects. After that, the regional maximum of the above results is calculated to obtain good foreground markers. Then the result is converted to a black-white image, which is segmented with the watershed algorithm. The comparison between the watershed algorithm without the initial processing and watershed algorithm with the initial processing is shown in Fig.5 . From Fig.5 , too many regions exist in the watershed algorithm without the initial processing, and the watershed algorithm with the initial processing can solve the problem to some extent.
Some representative results are shown in Fig.6 . The left part is a global comparison, and the right part includes partial enlargement of four regions. It can be seen that there are still artificial edges and blocky blur in the methods such as Fig.6(f), Fig.6(g ) and Fig.6(i) . The other fusion methods seem to perform well for the source image.
And fusion metrics are used for further comparison of these methods, and results are presented in Table. 2. The proposed method can hold the top positions in four indexes for image ball, ballw, disk, and plane, and keep the second to the fourth position in the other indexes with the results approximated to the maximum value. It should be noticed that there is an anomaly for source plane. MSVD method gets a maximum and a minimum with large deviation using different indexes. And the proposed method holds the first place in two indexes for source ly19 and ly03, and there are the same anomalies. PCNN method holds the top position in two or three indexes for these images, but it keeps the last two positions in other indexes. Difference between fusion results and sources is shown in Fig.7 . There is a small difference between PCNN result with source A, and large difference between PCNN result with source B. And it can show us that the PCNN method is not effective though excellent in some indexes, so we should use the indexes comprehensively. VOLUME 6, 2018 The proposed algorithm can keep the first place in four or five indexes without consideration of PCNN method for the two images. From Table. 2, it can be seen that AMGW method is superior to some other methods such as ASR [11] , CNN [29] , CSR [28] , DSIFT [17] , GFF [45] , IMA [25] , MWGF [9] , PCNN [46] and MSVD [9] .
IV. CONCLUSION
A new method for multi-focus image fusion, namely AMGW, is proposed in this paper. The difference between the original image and the reconstructed one with AMG method is employed to represent the image's smoothness, and the change of the differences will reflect the sharpness when it is applied to the image fusion. AMG method is used to choose suitable blocks from the source images into the resultant image with the objective of maximizing the sharpness of the fused image. But for the diversity and complexity of the natural images, block based or region-based image fusion cannot integrate the images very well. Discontinuities and blurred blocks are main problems of the conventional algorithms. AMG based image fusion method can keep the integrity of clear or unclear parts, and a watershed algorithm can locate the boundary between the clear and the unclear part accurately. So the combination of AMG method and watershed algorithm can get better fusion results. Several experiments were conducted to analyze the effects of the AMG focus metric on the fusion performance. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme is a significant improvement compared with existing schemes.
There are some remaining issues for future work. Firstly, how to combine multiple metrics to form a comprehensive scheme to eliminate the interference of abnormal evaluation behavior. Secondly, there is little room for the improvement of the MFF method, for example, AMGW method increases Q MI metric by 0.12% to 1.33%. VOLUME 6, 2018 
